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In a paper by one of the authors [8] it was shown how to obtain a special case 
of Mackey's induced representation theorem by means of an easy categorical argu- 
ment. The method employed was illustrated for the rather simple case of a subgroup 
Hof  finite index in a discrete group G, and it was pointed out that there are versions 
of the main theorem (Theorem 2.2) which can be used in a more general situation, 
where H and G are non-discrete topological groups. 
The purpose of the present paper is to give such a version in the case where H 
is a closed subgroup of a separable, locally compact group G. As base category we 
choose the symmetric losed category ~anl of Banach spaces with contracting 
linear maps, endowed with the projective tensor product, and the induction process 
is studied on the level of the measure algebras MH and MG of the groups H and G. 
In the meantime the authors learned about the work of M.A. Reiffel: in a first 
paper [10], he treated induced representations of Banach algebras and locally com- 
pact groups. In a later paper [ 11 ], he solved in a remarkable way the problem which 
started our investigation. He established a functorial version of Mackey's induced 
representation theorem in the context of induced representations of C*-algebras 
(Theorem 6.29 and 7.18). 
We believe however, that our results may give an alternative way for studying in- 
duced representations. The method we use differs from the one of Rieffel in the 
following respect. We employ systematically the theory of left Kan extensions for 
enriched functors along a distributor (bimodule) and treat the induction process on 
the level of the group algebras. More precisely, we consider the integrated form of 
the representation u of a locally compact group G as an enriched functor V from 
the measure algebra MG to the enriched base category ~an satisfying an additional 
property: LG ®~G V= V (this means that V is a nondegenerate r presentation of
LG). We call such functors essential relative to the ideal LG of MG, briefly LG- 
essential. 
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The new version of Theorem 2.2 in [8] is then established as follows. Let 1( be 
the MG-MH°-bimodule MG ®LtcLH. The coshape category of 1(, where 1( is con- 
sidered as a distributor MG I ' MH, is the endomorphism algebra S = EndM~vO(1(). 
On 1( we define an algebra structure which turns 1( into a Banach algebra with ap- 
proximate right unit, on which S operates by right centralizers, and we construct an 
algebra homomorphism Q : 1(--,S. We denote by D the canonical coshape functor 
MG ~S which associates to each element of MG the left multiplication by that 
element. If V is an LG-essential functor MG -* ~an, a system of imprimitivity ~" for 
V is a functor ~': S~an with V=LG@La(VZD) and 1(®g(V"Q)--V z. Our main 
result (Theorem 6) then says that V is of the form LG®LH U for an LH-essential 
functor U: MH---, ~an (i.e. that V is induced from U) if and only if V admits a 
system of imprimitivity. Furthermore (Theorem 7), the system of imprimitivity ~" 
determines U uniquely up to equivalence. 
The paper is organized in the following way: in Section 1 we established the finite 
group version of our main theorem in an appropriate language which suggests 
generalizations to topological groups and Section 2 contains such a generalization 
for the case of locally compact groups. 
1. Finite groups 
Let G be a finie group and MG its group algebra over C. The category of 
representations of G (with intertwining operators as morphisms) is isomorphic to 
the category of MG-modules. Let ~/denote the symmetric losed category of C- 
vectorspaces. Interpreting MG as a single object ~/-category and the MG-modules 
as ~/-functors MG ~ ~ we obtain an isomorphism from the category of representa- 
tions of G to the ~-functor category [MG, ~/]. 
If H is a subgroup of G, then MG is a MG-MH°-bimodule (that is, a left MG- 
right MH-bimodule) and can be interpreted as a ~-functor MG--, [MH ° ~/]. In 
other words, MG is a ~-distributor MG I, MH, which we denote by 1(. Given a 
~/-functor U: MH- ,  ~, then the left Kan extension Lane, U of  U along 1( is defined 
as the ~/-functor obtained from the indexed (weighted) colimits 1(x'U, that is, the 
representing objects in 
~V(1(x*U,y)--IMH °, ~]((gx)z, ~(Uz, y)). 
We use here the terminology of M. Kelly [7, Chapter 3]. The formal analogy with 
the formula for a left Kan extension [7, formula (4.20)] motivates our use of the 
name "Kan extensions along the distributor 1(". In our particular situation, 1( is 
the distributor associated with the embedding functor K:  MH.--,MG. In the general 
situation which we shall study later, this will not be the case. For that reason we 
already now develop the general results for a distributor 1(. 
From now on all categorical concepts are ~-concepts. However, for simplicity we 
drop the prefix ~. However, we shall freely interpret a functor MG ~ ~ as an MG- 
module or a~ a representation f the group G. 
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Observe that I?,x*U is the tensorproduct I~X®M HU of the MH°-module/(x with 
the MH-module U, and 
Lane U= MG ®MH U 
with the obvious MG-module structure. Thus Lan e U is the MG-module induced 
from the MH-module U, that is, the usual induced representation f the group G 
obtained from a representation f the subgroup H. 
We now ask the question: when is a functor MG ~ # a left Kan extension along 
/~? Or equivalently, when is a representation f G induced by a representation f 
H? 
Consider the diagram 
MH ~-MG D_~ S E_f_) [MHO ~/] ~ MH 
where/( is a distributor, that is a functor MG --, [MH ° ~], D and E its canonical 
image factorization, and Y the Yoneda embedding. In other words, S is the endo- 
morphism algebra HOmMno(/~,/~) of the MH°-module/~ considered as single ob- 
ject category, that is the coshape category in the sense of Deleanu-Frei-Hilton [2], 
[4]. The functor D is the canonical coshapefunctor; it associates to each element of 
MG the left multiplication by that element. The functor E is the obvious embedding 
and can be regarded as MG with its natural S-MH°-bimodule structure. Finally, Y 
can be regarded as MH with its natural two-sided MH-module structure. 
Let U: MH ~ ~/be a functor. Then Lane U is a functor V: MG ~ ~ which has 
the functor ~'= Lane U: S --) ~ as canonical extension along D. (It should be noted 
that Lane U denotes the left Kan extension along the distributor E and not along 
the functor E.) Indeed, Lane U= MG ®MH U with the obvious MG-module struc- 
ture and Lan E U=MG®MH U with the obvious S-module structure. Furthermore, 
the functor ~" admits a canonical extension I2: [MH ° #]--) ~ along E, namely 
¢x = x* U= X®MH U, 
which is clearly a cocontinuous functor. Observe that cocontinuous i  used here in 
the sense of Auderset-Borceux-Kelly, that is, preserving all small indexed 
(weighted) colimits [7, p. 75]. 
Summing up: a functor V: MG--) ~ of the form V= Lane U admits factoriza- 
tions V= P'D and F'= ITE with I 7 cocontinuous. The converse is true, too; it is a well- 
known result due to Eilenberg and Watts [12]. 
Lemma 1. Let V: MG --) ~ be a functor so that V= ~'D for a functor I," : S--) ~/ and 
V= P'E for a cocontintuous functor I?: [MH °, :r]-, ~. Then, V= Lang(VY) and 
V'-=- LanE(I?Y). 
We give the proof (for further use) in the general situation where ~ is an arbitrary 
symmetric closed category and/~ any distributor/(: MG-~ MH between arbitrary 
single object categories MG and MH. We denote by I ~ the distributor associated 
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with the Yoneda embedding Y:MH- - , [MH ° ~/]. The Yoneda embedding Y is 
dense, that is, LaneY-=Id. Since I 7 is cocontinuous, Lane(17Y)= 17. We have a 
natural isomorphism 
~(Lanf.(17Y)(EDx), y)-~ [MH °, ~v]([MH °, ~]( Yz, EDx), ~(17Yz, y)). 
Applying the Yoneda lemma we obtain 
[MH °, ~](  Yz, EDx) = (EDx)z = (l£x)z. 
Hence, V= 17ED = Lan~(17Y)ED = Lane(17Y). An analogous argument gives V--- 
17"E= Lanf.(17Y)E~ LanE(17Y). [] 
E and then 
by 
Suppose now that we have a functor V:MG-- ,  ~ which admits an extension 
~': S--, ~ along D. Such a functor is called coshape invariant (cf. the terminology 
in [5]). We shall construct a cocontinuous extension 17: [MH °, ~]---, ~ of V along 
apply Lemma 1. For this we consider the mapping P : MG ~MH given 
and define 
 (roo x):ro X x x 
a multiplication on the S-module I~=MG by setting 
ttv=~*P(v); ~,v~I~, 
where • denotes the multiplication in 
Q :/~ ~ S = EndM/_t0(/~) given by 
Q(u)(v)=u,P(v); u,v~l~ 
the group algebra MG. The mapping 
is C-linear, injective and preserves the multiplications in/~ and S. Hence,/~ becomes 
a C-algebra with the neutral element of the group G as unit element, and Q is 
an algebra homomorphism. Furthermore, also P: I~-- ,MH is an algebra homo- 
morphism. Thus, we can use the cocontinuous 'change of algebras' functors 
Q*: [S, ~]~[/~, ~/] and (p0),. [MH o, ~]~[/~o ~/] to define a cocontinuous 
functor 17: [MH °, ~]---, ~ by setting 
17x= p*x®e Q*~'. 
The functor 17 is an extension of 9" along E. Indeed, we have an S-isomorphism 
lT"E = P * l?, ® e Q * ~," = l?, ® e Q * ~Z_~ . 
Now we apply Lemma 1 and put U= 17Y. In other words: the MH-module U is the 
tensorproduct MH®x V of the/~°-module MH with the/~-module ~'. Summing 
up, we have the following theorem 
Theorem 2. Let V: MG -~ ~ be a coshape-invariant functor, that is, admitting an 
extension ~": S ~ ~ of  V along D. Then there exists a functor U: MH ~ ~ such that 
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I '7= Lane U and V'--- Lan E U. 
Conversely, a functor V: MG ~ ~/ of the form 
with canonical extension F'=LanEU. [] 
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Remark. It is not difficult to show and has been done in [8] that the extensions ~" 
of V along D can be identified with the imprimitivity systems in the sense of 
Mackey. Hence Theorem 2 is the analogue of Mackey's induced representation 
theorem for finite groups and the coshape category S plays the role of an im- 
primitivity algebra. In Section 2 we present ageneralization f Theorem 2 to locally 
compact groups. 
2. A generalization to locally compact groups 
We choose as base category the complete and cocomplete category % = ~anl 
having Banach spaces as objects and linear maps of norm _< 1 as morphisms. 
Equipped with the projective tensor product ® it becomes a symmetric losed 
category. The right adjoint of X®-  is Hom(X, - ) ,  where HomO(, Y) denotes the 
Banach space of all bounded linear maps from X to Y. We denote by "~/ the 
~/0-category ~an of Banach spaces and bounded linear maps. The category J/is a 
complete and cocomplete ~0-category. 
All categorical concepts in this section are ~-concepts. For simplicity we write 
category or functor for ~-category or ~-functor. 
Let A be a Banach algebra with identity. Interpreting A as a single object 
category, the functors A--, ~ are just the isometric Banach A-modules in the sense 
of Rieffel (cf. [10, 1.1]). One verifies easily that the Banach module homomorphisms 
are just the morphisms in the functor category [A, ~r]. 
From now on we shall simply write algebra or module for Banach algebra or 
Banach module. We recall that the category of isometric A-modules is just the 
category of representations U of A in a Banach space V satisfying 
IIUa(o)l[ <-- all Uoll; a~A, oe V. 
Let G be a locally compact group. In order to avoid technical complications we 
assume G to be second countable. Let MG denote the algebra of all finite complex 
Borel measures on G with norm Ilull = l u I (G)  and convolution 
(a*v)A = la v(x-lA)dla(X)=lalu(ay-l)dv(y); A a Borel set in G, 
as multiplication. We consider the usual group algebra LG as the two-sided ideal 
in the algebra MG consisting of the measures which are absolutely continuous with 
respect o a left Haar measure of G. 
Let U • G ~GL(~e) be a continuous unitary representation f G in a Hilbert space 
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~. Then (cf. [3, 13.3]) 
U= l Ug d/~(g); /~ e MG, 
J G 
is a .-representation f MG. The restriction of this representation to LG is non- 
degenerate, thus is an essential LG-module. 
Conversely (cf. [9, 32.c]), a representation U of MG which as LG-module is essen- 
tial and isometric (hence Uis uniformly bounded by 1) arises in the above way from 
a representation f G. If U is a .-representation a d U operates on a Hilbert space, 
then it comes from a unitary representation of G. 
The above leads us to choose the algebra MG as analogue of the group algebra 
for finite groups. The functors V: MG ~ ~ which come from representations of G 
are those which are essential when considered as LG-modules; we call such functors 
L G-essen tial. 
Let H be a closed subgroup of G. The algebra MH can be viewed as a subalgebra 
of MG, hence MG is an MG-LH°-bimodule and we can form the tensorproduct 
MG®LHLH which is isometrically isomorphic to the essential part of the 
LH °-module MG. As LH is an ideal in MH, the tensorproduct MG ®LH LH is an 
MG-MH ° bimodule. We thus have a distributor 
I (=MG®LHLH:MG I ,MH. 
Given a functor U: MH~ ~ we can form its left Kan extension along/((see Section 
1) 
Lang U= I<®MH U, 
which is a functor MG ~ ~. This functor is not necessarily LG-essential and so does 
not come from a representation f G. In order to remediate this inconvenience we 
shall take the LG-esential part of Lang U. This leads us to the following definition: 
Definition. Given an LH-essential functor U: MH--* ~, the functor 
LG®Lo(I(®MHU):MG--, ~ is LG-essential and is called the induced functor. 
We denote it by Ind~°nU. 
We observe that, LG®LoMG--LG and, using Theorem 3.14 of [10], 
IndMOn U= (LG ®LG MG ) ®rH (LH ~MH U) 
=- LG (~LH (LH (~LH U) --- LG ®LH U. 
Thus IndMMOH U is the adjoint induced module in the sense of [10]. We consider 
again the diagram. 
MH ~MG D~ S E [MHO ' ~1 ~ MH 
where now/(  is the distributor given by MG ®LH LH, the LH°-essential part of the 
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LG-LH°-bimodule MG, S is the coshape category given by the endomorphism 
algebra HomMHo(/(, K), D is the canonical coshape functor which associates to 
each element of MG the left multiplication by that element, E is the embedding of 
S into [MH ° ~] and Y is the Yoneda embedding. 
The question "When is a functor V:MG-+~ induced from a functor 
U: MH -+ ~?"  will be answered in an analogous way as for finite groups (with the 
appropriate changes in the context of relatively essential functors). 
Let R:MG ~MH be the map which associates to each measure g in MG its 
restriction to H, and let P be the restriction of R to the essential par t / (  of the 
LH°-module MG. 
Lemma 3. The map P : g - ,MH is an MH°-homomorphism of norm <_ 1. 
Proof. Since g is a submodule of the MH°-module MG, it suffices to show that 
R:MG-~MG is an MH°-homomorphism of norm _< 1. Now R is obviously C- 
linear. Moreover, for every g in MG, 
IIR  II MH = l ul (n)   Iul (G) = Ilull Me- 
We denote by ~ the following extension of a measure v in MH to MG: 
~(B)=v(BOH) for any Borel set B of G. 
Furthermore, we denote by g the restriction R(g). Then we have for p in MG, v in 
MH and A any Borel set of H, 
(p * v)A = (g • 9)A = ic, 9(x-IA) dlu(x)= lc v(x-~A N H) dg(x), 
and since 
x_lAf.iH=IXfl-lA for xeH,  
for xcH, 
the latter integral is equal to 
II4 v(x-lA) dg(x)= l v(x-lA) dg-(x)=(g * v)A" 
H 
Hence, R(g • v) = R(p) • v. [] 
Now we make use of the homomorphism P to define an algebra structure on / (  
and an algebra homomorphism Q:I(-~S which will be needed in the sequel. The 
multiplication on / (  is defined by setting 
luv = p . P(v); p, v ~ g; 
the map Q :I(~S=EndM~1o(I?,) is given by 
O(u) (v )  = uv ;  v • g .  
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Moreover, the module/ (  has a natural S-module structure: 
s/2 = s(/2); s e S = EndmHo(/(), /2 e/~. 
Lemma 4. (a) The module I?, is an algebra and an S-l(°-bimodule. 
(b) The map Q : I(--,S is an algebra homomorphism o f  norm <_ 1. 
(c) The map P : I(---,MH is an algebra homomorphism. 
(d) The algebra MH is an MH-l?,°-bimodule with the 1(°-action via P. 
We leave the verifications, which are straightforward, to the reader. 
We are now ready to state, and prove, a criterion for a functor V: MG- ,  ~ to 
be of the form V= Lane U for a functor U:MH~ ~. With little additional ado we 
will then obtain our main result, a criterion for an LG-essential functor V: MG ~ ~/ 
to be of the form V-= Ind~U for an LH-essential functor U. 
Theorem 5. The functor V: MG --, ~/ is o f  the form V= Lan e U for  a functor 
U: MH--, ~ i f  and only i f  
(i) There is a functor ~": S--, ~ such that V= ~"D. 
(ii) The map I (®e (V'Q) ~ V, taking elementary tensors /2 ® o to lto, is an iso- 
metric S-isomorphism. 
Proof. If. Suppose that (i) and (ii) are satisfied. The functor I 7. [MH ° ~]-* 
given by 
17X = X (X~MH MH @ e 170 
is clearly cocontinuous. Furthermore 
17E= l(  ®MH MH ®e l-ZQ--- l?, ®e ~'Q_~ V. 
Invoking Lemma 1 (for arbitrary one-object categories) we have that V= 
Lane(17Y). 
Only if. It suffices to show that (i) and (ii) hold for V= K. K clearly has an S- 
action, given by s/2 = s(/2) which extends the MG-action, thus K satisfying (i) exists. 
The / (  module/~Q is jus t / (  with its algebra structure. In order to show that the 
multiplication mapp ing / (®e/ (~/¢  taking/2 ® v to/2v =/2 • P(v) is an isometric 
isomorphism we first show that / (  has an approximate right unit of norm _< 1. Thus, 
let (Vn)n>o be an approximate unit of norm _ 1 in LH. Considering each vn as an 
element of /( via the canonical embedding of LH into /(, the family (Vn)n>O 
becomes an approximate right unit in/ ( .  Indeed, let/2 • v,/2 in MG and v in LH, 
be an element in / (  and e > 0. Then there is an integer N such that n > N one has 
IIv * v . -  V MH< ll/2UMc 
hence 
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lieu * v)v . -u  • vllMc = I1• * v • v . -u  * vllMc 
-< IlulIMc II v * v . -  VlIMB < 
as on MH one has I1" lIMB = I1" IIMG" 
Hence, by the Cohen-Hewitt factorization theorem (see [1, Chapter III, 1.15]) the 
algebra/¢ is an essential K°-module, and, invoking Theorem III, 3.10 of [1], we 
obtain that the multiplication mapping is an isometric isomorphism. [] 
We introduce a notion of system of imprimitivity, related to our distributor/¢. 
Definition. Let V" MG --, ~ be an LG-essential functor. A system of  imprimitivity 
for V is a functor ~'" S--, ~/with 
(1) V=LG®LG (VD), 
(2) g®e (~'Q)--' ~" is an isometric S-isomorphism, 
where the map in (2) is the one of (ii) in Theorem 5. 
With this we are ready to formulate our imprimitivity theorem. 
Theorem 6. An LG-essential functor V : MG--, ~/ is induced from an LH-essential 
functor U" MH~ ~ if and only if  V admits a system of  imprimitivity r z. 
Proof. I f .  By setting V' = ~'D: MG ~ ~ we obtain a functor V' which satisfies the 
hypotheses of Theorem 5, hence 
V'_=_ Lane U 
for a functor U:MH--, ' / /  which may be taken LH-essential (as clearly 
Lane(LH®LB U) =- Lane U) and 
IndM~ U = LG ®Z.G Lane U_~ LG ®LG ( P'D ) -~ V. 
Only if. Let V=Ind~U=LG®MBU for a functor U:MH~ ~ and set V '= 
K®MB U= Lan e U. Then, by Theorem 5, there is a ~" S ~ ~ with V' = ~'D, hence 
V=LG®Lc (r:D), and with g®e(VQ) - -K .  Thus P" is a system of imprimitivity 
for V. [] 
If an LG-essential functor V: MG ---, ~ admits a system of imprimitivity ~', one 
expects ~" to uniquely determine, up to equivalence, the LH-essential functor 
U" MH--* ~ for which Ma Ind i-iU = V. We will show that this is indeed the case. 
Definition. The category Imp is the full subcategory of [S, ~] consisting of those 
functors ~" for which g®e ~'Q--" ~" is an isometric S-isomorphism. The category 
LH-ess[MH, ~/] is the full subcategory of [MH, 4//] consisting of LH-essential 
functors. 
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Recall that the functor E" S ~ [MH °, Y/] can be regarded as / (  with its natural S- 
MH°-bimodule structure. Hence it defines a functor 
E®MHX" LH-ess[MH, ~/] ~ [S, ~/] 
Theorem 7. The functor E®MnX is an equivalence between the categories 
LH-ess[MH, :r] and Imp. 
Proof. Let F be the functor Imp-,LH-ess[MH, Y/] given by 
Fy=LH®e(yQ) ,  ye Imp 
where LH has the/(°-action via P. We have 
F(E ®M# X) = LH ®£ EQ ®MH X-~ LH ®£/(®MiY X= X 
E ®M# (Fy) = E ®nil LH ®g (yQ) 
=/(®g(yQ)=y as ye lmp.  [] 
and 
Remark. For an LH-essential functor U: MH~ ~ the system of imprimitivity 
E®M~I U plays the role of a canonical system of  imprimitivity for MO Ind H U, and 
Theorem 7asserts that given a system of imprimitivity F" for an LG-essential functor 
V: MG --, ~ there is, up to equivalence, a unique LH-essential functor V: LH~ ~r 
with E®MZ U = ~" and (consequently) Ind~U= V. 
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